LICENSE TO PUBLISH

The following Grant of License ("License") must be signed and returned to Cleveland State University Michael Schwartz Library before the Work can be published in EngagedScholarship@CSU, Cleveland State University’s digital institutional repository, (hereafter known as the publisher).

The Work (book, article, poster, other) entitled ___________________________________________

is herewith submitted for publication in (if applicable) _______________________________________

1. By signing this document, the author or authors warrant(s) that (check all that apply):
   ___ Work is not currently under consideration for publication by any other press,
   ___ he/she/they hold(s) the copyright in this Work,
   ___ Work was previously published under the Creative Commons or other License (attach copy),
   ___ if previously published, the author(s) retained the necessary copyright or license to allow
     republishation by EngagedScholarship@CSU (attach documentation),
   ___ permission from the copyright holder to republish Work under the EngagedScholarship@CSU
     imprint has been obtained and documentation is attached.

2. In consideration of publication of the above named Work, the author or authors hereby grant(s) to the
   publisher the irrevocable right to publish, reproduce, distribute, transmit, display, and store said Work
   in any form, manner, format, or medium, whether now known or hereafter developed.

3. Ownership of the copyright shall remain with the author or authors, subject to the rights granted to
   Cleveland State University Michael Schwartz Library and the author or authors will have the right to
   reprint the Work, present the Work orally, reproduce the Work, post a copy of the Work, reuse figures
   and tables created by the author(s) in future works, and otherwise use the Work.

4. The author(s) warrants and represents that the Work contains no matter that is scandalous, obscene,
   libelous, or otherwise contrary to law, it is original, all the facts contained therein are true and accurate,
   and it does not infringe upon any copyright, proprietary, or personal right of any third party. If the
   Work contains any material that is owned or controlled by a third party, the author(s) certifies that
   he/she has obtained permission for its use (document attached) and that this material is properly
   acknowledged within the Work.

5. By signing this agreement, the author(s) warrants that he/she has the full power to enter into this
   agreement.

___________________________________________________________

Author’s Name (please print)

______________________
Author’s Signature

Date
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